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LWR ANNOUNCED AS FOOD TECH CHALLENGER OF THE YEAR IN
ANIMAL TECH TRACK DURING GLOBAL FOOD TECH CONGRESS

A message from our agronomist
You’ve likely been hearing a lot about
carbon credits and carbon offset projects
as renewable natural gas opportunities
continue to gain momentum within the
livestock sector.
A carbon offset is a credit for emissions
reductions given to one party that can be
sold to another party to compensate for
its emissions. Carbon offsets are typically
measured in tonnes of CO2-equivalents
and are bought and sold through
brokers, retailers and trading platforms.

LWR’s commitment to re-thinking manure for better farm economics has helped us win the
Food tech Congress’ Food Tech Challengers competition in the Animal Tech track!
The event, designed to identify and celebrate the top global food and agriculture tech startups,
brought together 70 startups on one virtual stage to compete for an equity-free money prize,
global media exposure as well as the attention of 100+ VC’s and CVC’s.

Credit markets have given farms an
additional revenue stream through the
reduction of on-farm emissions.

"The Food Tech Challengers competition provides high-potential startups with an opportunity
to seek the exposure they need to attract investment and bring their products to market," said
Paulius Mikalauskas, Partner, Food Tech Congress. “We would like to congratulate Karen
Schuett and her team at Livestock Water Recycling for their winning pitch and we wish them
the very best of luck as they continue to grow their global reach.”

Did you know that there is also an
entire credit market dedicated to
protecting bodies of WATER!?

You can read the full press release HERE

These markets exist between a heavily
regulated point source who discharges to
a certain body of water, and a non-point
source that can more easily reduce their
nutrient discharge.
The credits are exchanged between these
two sources in order to meet the
regulations for the point source. Projects
vary but credits range between $20 to
$200 per lb of nutrient!
If you are interested in learning more
about credit markets and what they
could mean for your operation, send me
an email. I’d love to hear from you!
karleigh.lewis@livestockwaterrecycling.com

1-855-LWR-4972

WE’RE LOOKING FOR SEAWEED!
Well, not exactly… but we are looking for
manure from cows who have been fed
seaweed or other greenhouse gas reducing
supplements.
If you know of a dairy herd that is being fed
seaweed let us know or send them our way and
we will be sure to send you a special thank you
gift!
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Find out more about what we mean when we
say manure can save the planet! Click on the
ManureX logo to learn more
about an exciting initiative.

INDUSTRY SOUND BITE
“This has been the most challenging year for dairy farmers in BC I can recall, with drought, pandemic, and now flood,” says Holger Schwichtenberg,
dairy farmer and chair of the BC Dairy Association’s board. “And yet, as this event demonstrates, it has also been a year of coming together. We will work
through this disaster, and do what we can with the circumstances we’ve been handed. Farmers are nothing if not resilient.”

www.LivestockWaterRecycling.com

BC DAIRY FARMERS COME TOGETHER TO EVACUATE AND HOUSE CATTLE
Last month’s unprecedented flooding in British Columbia has created severe
challenges for dairy farmers, alongside BC’s entire agriculture community. It
has also once again demonstrated the strength of the farming community as
affected farmers, neighbors, and total strangers have rallied together to
evacuate thousands of cattle to high ground. Dairy farmers not affected by the
flooding have welcomed these cattle to their own farms, ensuring they are
milked, fed, and cared for until they can return to their home farms.
•
•
•

62 dairy farms were under evacuation order due to flooding
An estimated 6,000 cattle were evacuated to other farms
An estimated 500 cows have so far died in the flooding

In response to interest from the public, BC Dairy Association has set up an
emergency recovery fund. All funds raised will be used to provide urgently
needed services and supplies. Our hearts go out to the dairy farmers and their
families who have been impacted by this catastrophic event. More details
can be found HERE.

This holiday season, we are especially thankful for two things:
Our amazing network
of clients & supporters

Pie

We hope that you enjoyed a wonderful Thanksgiving with those most
important to you, and we wish you a very Merry Christmas to come.

Starbucks takes a farmer first approach
working with UK dairies to slash emissions
Arla, a European co-op owned by 12,000 dairy farmers,
is working on a new sustainable dairy sourcing plan for
Starbucks. It will focus on 3 key areas: environmental
stewardship, animal health and welfare, and ensuring
profitability for farmers. “Purchasing sustainable dairy
is integral to Starbucks [and] I hope it provides
reassurance to Starbucks customers to know that
behind every cup is a combined effort to support
farmers to run profitable and sustainable dairy farms.”
Alex Rayner, GM at Starbucks UK. We believe that the
most sustainable milk on the planet is produced by
LWR’s customers! If you agree, let them know here!

Enter for a chance to win ONE OF TWO perfect baking prize packs, including retail coupons for Canadian dairy products
featuring the Blue Cow logo, a $250 Voucher for the Blue Cow Shop, and a collection of Cuisinart Canada goodies including
a stand mixer, cordless hand mixer, airfryer toaster oven, and six-piece eco-friendly kitchen tool collection!
No purchase necessary. The Contest runs from
October 18 to December 11th. Open to all Canadian
residents who have reached the age of majority in
their province or territory of residence as of the
Contest opening date.

For questions, comments, or good conversations, I’d love to hear from you!
lisa.fast@livestockwaterrecycling.com

www.LivestockWaterRecycling.com

